School congratulates RCCES researchers on new project

Following the announcement of the KTP projects to be funded by Innovate UK in the coming years, where a team led by the RCCES Director and including two other researchers from the Centre managed to reach the top 10% of the list, the following announcement was made by the School:

I would like to congratulate Prof Andreas Kappos (PI), Dr. Panagiotis Mergos (Co-I) and Dr. Brett McKinley (Co-I) on their great achievement in securing KTP funding from Innovate UK. This funding was very competitive and it was great to hear that their proposal was ranked 5th among around 70 proposals that were funded.

The project is in collaboration with company called Target Fixing on “Exploring special reinforcement for seismic strengthening of masonry buildings”.

The funding amount received by City is £202,555 and the duration of the project is for 2 years.

Well done Andreas, Panagiotis and Brett for this great news!
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